May 08, 2020

**Mayo, Pence and Pure Propaganda**

What do you think about Mike Pence not wearing a mask at the Mayo Clinic? Perhaps the vice president disagrees with masking, or he thinks he’s perfectly safe to be around because unlike most Americans, he’s being tested every week. In fact, he might feel less safe around the rest of us who are not tested every week.

Interestingly, the press didn’t chastise the Mayo staff for standing so close to the vice president. Why not? Do they really care about safety or only harassing the administration whenever they can find something to make a fuss about? The press has an agenda, unfortunately, so they report what they want to report and ignore what they want to ignore. The days of real reporting and actual news are rare indeed to the detriment of all of us. Now most of the press we read is packed with pure propaganda.

“Mike Pence didn’t know Mayo Clinic required masks, wife Karen says,”
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